WHY DOCTOR.COM
Since 2012, our mission has been to help healthcare organizations and
providers deliver the best possible customer experience at every step
of the patient’s digital journey to find care.

THE PROBLEM

OUR SOLUTION

The patient journey to find care involves multiple touchpoints,

We help you manage all aspects of your online presence through

including researching and evaluating staff and services, scheduling

industry-leading physician data management, seamless web-wide

an appointment or finding your contact information, and determining

listings management, powerful turnkey provider directories, simplified

payment and insurance eligibility. Today, most of this experience occurs

online scheduling, modern and simple tools for collecting patient

online and impacts whether your group or providers will be selected

feedback at the point of care, and advanced review monitoring

over a competitor. A broken, frustrating or inconvenient experience at

and analytics to help you understand and improve the patient’s

any point in the journey could prevent a patient from scheduling with

customer experience.

your group or providers, even if they were referred.

CONTROL HOW YOU’RE PERCEIVED ONLINE
Manage your listings across the web from a single dashboard, and analyze their accuracy.
Our award-winning provider directory platform is used by hundreds of leading hospitals and
health systems, and our proprietary partnerships with Google, Vitals, Healthgrades, and more
give you unrivaled control of your online presence.

UNDERSTAND THE DATA AROUND YOUR REVIEWS
Make sense of all the data on your listing reviews, track and respond to reviews, take advantage
of proactive review generation, and analyze and share CAHPS survey results.
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APPOINTMENT DETAILS

What insurance are you using?

Reason for visit

SAVE TIME WITH VIRTUAL SCHEDULING & VISITS

Appointment Confirmed

Enable online booking on virtually every site patients search for providers. Save your staff time
Back

Continue

with desktop notifications for new appointment requests and automated patient reminders, and
save providers time with our telemedicine solution.
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